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July 16, 2019
Ms. Gwen Huff
Materials Management and Local Assistance Division
California Department of Resources Recycling and Recovery
P.O. Box 4025
Sacramento, CA 95812
E-mail: SLCP.Organics@calrecycle.ca.gov
Subject: Comments on SB 1383 Proposed Short-Lived Climate Pollutants Regulations Second Formal Draft (June 17, 2019)
Dear Ms. Huff and CalRecycle Staff,
The Central Contra Costa Solid Waste Authority (RecycleSmart) appreciates this opportunity to
submit additional comments on the second formal draft regulation, which supplement our
January 24 and February 26, 2019 comment letters. RecycleSmart suppo1is State effmis to
achieve aggressive reductions in disposal of organic waste, however, this agency remains
concerned with certain provisions of the proposed regulations. This letter highlights our
outstanding concerns with the following sections of the draft regulations: (1) Aliicle 10 -Edible
Food Recovery Programs, Food Generators, and Food Recovery and (2) Article 17 Perfonnance-Based Source Separated Collection. Our letter also addresses our agency's
continued concerns with the burdensome nature of the draft regulations, including their
prescriptive nature, extensive enforcement requirements, and lack of identified funds necessary
for full compliance.
Article 10 - Edible Food Recovery Programs, Food Generators, and Food Recovery.
RecycleSmaii has three significant concerns with the draft Regulation's A1iicle 10 requirements
for edible food recovery programs.
First, food generator Tier 1 and Tier 2 definitions do not easily align with edible food generator
identities and characteristics in our service area. For example, the Tier 1 definition uses the terms
"Super Market" and "Grocery Store" without clearly defining the key differences between the
two generator types. In paiiicular, the regulations define Grocery Store as a total facility size
equal or greater than 10,000 SF, but the definition of Super Market uses gross annual sales as the
defining characteristic. In the Tier 2 definition, covered "Restaurants" are defined as having 250
seats or greater and a total facility size equal or greater than 5000 SF. In our service ai·ea, this
would exclude many restaurants that could be, and probably should be, included for
participation. A revised definition with fewer seats and reduced square footage will include
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